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About This Game

Broke? Looking to work from THE SKY? Join us in AdvertCity! A huge, procedurally generated place, just waiting to be sold all
kinds of junk by YOU!

AdvertCity is a cyberpunk advertising tycoon game. Explore a massive procedural city, and plaster your adverts all over it. Float
around cyberspace and post links online. Watch the economy of the city evolve with the effects of your decisions.

FEATURES

Massive procedurally generated cities in a procedural landscape.

Switch between meatspace and cyberspace at will to get a different perspective.

Manage an advertising empire, posting ads online and using physical advertising. Choose your clients and adverts wisely,
as you have a reputation to uphold.

Influence the economy and growth of the city with your advertising choices.

Buy buildings and upgrade your headquarters to expand your influence.

Hire employees and unlock new advertising technologies.
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Take over megacorporations and make the city yours!

Simultaneous synchronised soundtracks, an hour-long original music score featuring postrock, jazz and glitch elements.

Roguelike single-save system.

Beautiful graphics but runs great on older computers - it will even run on that old notebook where nothing else will!

Download for Windows, Linux or OS X.

SOUNDTRACK

http://store.steampowered.com/app/366130

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Completely custom graphics engine written from scratch for the Cyberpunk Jam.

HDR sound, with multi-track synchronous "deck" crossfade capability, and full support for EBU R128 2011.

Built with VR support in mind from the start, early prototypes tested on the Oculus Rift.

Older machine compatibility - no special shader requirements, runs on Windows XP (or Linux or OS X), no library
requirements or .net.

The original build was created in just seven days for the Cyberpunk Jam. After our Alpha build, we launched a successful
kickstarter to take the game into Beta and beyond. A year later, the game is finally complete and ready to play!

Development screenshots:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.608993889189575.1073741830.361227683966198&type=1
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Title: AdvertCity
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
VoxelStorm
Publisher:
VoxelStorm
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or newer

Processor: Anything made since 2004, 32bit

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0, 64MB graphics memory

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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About as fun as strangling a cat.

That is to say, it's the most painful, traumatizing, horrific experience that I have had playing a video game in the past seven
years.. Sadly this game wont start for me, not sure why I did notice someone else in the reviews had the same issue, it must be a
specific set up which causes it so don't be put off by my review and if it crashes for you just get a refund.
Shame really, it looked like something my kids (and me :) ) would have enjoyed.
gtx 1070, windows 10 x64 bit, 16gb ram, i7 3770 3.40 gb cpu.. This game could have been better if people actually liked it and
there was better developer support. The devs offered some patches here and there but since it never picked up a community, the
game died off quickly.

It's an arcadey flying game where you shoot everyone else's planes. Fun? For some people, prolly. For flight sim fans, prolly
not.. Pretty good Zelda style game. It's 101% old school and you'll be searching every inch of the map for items with minimal
hints, which is good. However combat mechanics and the actual puzzles and dungeons are a bit so-so. If they can improve on
those aspects the sequel could be amazing. Not finished - but with potential. This is basically Bad Piggies in 3d.

Once they iron out assigning keys to parts and fix the physics and part placement so that parts rotate about the same pivot point,
this will be fun. At the moment it's a little frustrating.

One to keep an eye on though.. If you love timberman you'll love this game too. Simple mechanics but an absolute joy to play..
This loco and the class 31 and now the class 27 and the 25 are all musts for those playing scenarios in those early days of deisel
traction, those iconic sounds of the era really make it seem real.. Just a skin and some goodies, but I loved this game.. This game
is cute. It's a 7 year old girl's dream. And tbh i had fun too. But it offers about 2-3 hours of playtime and no replay-value (to me
that is). So i would commend this game for less then 3 \u20ac. But not above.. Do not let yourself tempted by the free-to-play
description. You will only gain 1 gem each day at some point, and a pack cost 20 gems.

Puchasing heroes cost 70000+ gold and you will not gain more than max 10000 gold each day if you play a lot and if you are
lucky.

Less than half of the cards are purchasable with gold, others with gem, and near half of all of them can only be bougth one card
at a time with gem.

The idea of the game is good, but it's a P2W game. No F2P achievement possible, and a lot of frustration.
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more like the last day, be wary, last depot update:
4 Jul, 2018 (307 days ago). In Traverser, you play as a young girl named Valerie. Armed with a special gravity glove that lets
you manipulate items around you, you'll use that glove with most gameplay mechanics to solve puzzles and traverse (hah)
through your environments. The game has plenty of secret notes and mechanical spy birds flying around (you're always under
the government's eye in this game, regardless of where you are) to collect, and also a bunch of stealth sections.

The art style of this game is definitely unique, bringing about a futuristic steampunk-ish meets the 1920s feel. The story isn't
anything too new or out there.

I've played through the game twice now (the game has a short runtime of ~3-4 hours) and while I understand that there'd a little
bit of a learning curve while getting used to the gravity glove, I feel like that feeling never truly went away. The puzzles never
get that complicated but controls can be wonky at times, especially when you're fighting the same boss for the upteenth time
because of issues controlling the glove.

I didn't love Traverser, but I didn't hate it, either. It's a nice change of pace from the games that I usually play and I was left
wanting to learn a little more about this world. I'd say this game is perfect for patient people who like stealth games and unique
art styles.. A non-biased quick look @ the game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFjLWoy9Y1g

Not as in-depth as the others in the series, but a good starting block if your new to this genre. Get ready for the big ones! This
stunning simulator puts you in the front seat of a serious car workshop specialized in servicing trucks. With over 100 interactive
parts per truck, this highly detailed title is not for the lightweight!. Having been a huge fan of Patrician III, I decided to buy a
digital copy for 1 €. The graphic is still decent, compared to other titles from the same period. The gameplay is good if you
have patience, otherwise it could be a bit boring.
All in all I recommend it.
. Good concept yet very poor execution.
Would get for 50 cents to a dollar but no more
Pros
-Quirky, kinda ok dialogue (kinda funny)
-Non-linear adventure
-Battle system is ok
Cons
-Lack of direction
-You run into instant death areas A LOT
-Without a public guide on steam, this game gets really annoying to play
-Money system is literally useless (don't get money from battles; only real way to earn money is to grind buying/selling
sandwiches)
-All of the pros listed are ok but are mediocre
Despite all these flaws, I feel like the game would be infinitely better if you got money for fighting monsters amd if you died
you were returned to the bed.
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